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for special vehicles and mechanical engineering.
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LDR-Roller technology: proven aluminium shutters as a ready for installation
pre-assembled module or as individually tailored top quality solutions.

LDR shutter quality:
Aluminium shutters are ideal for quick access, ease of use, protection against theft, 
dust and water and they ensure that the unattractive inside of the storage space is 
obstructed from view.

They easily, permanently and safely close off:
– equipment and storage spaces in special vehicles,
-   workspaces and storage areas for machinery 
– and they meet many other requirements in different application areas

LDR shutters are manufactured according to our customer’s specifications, in the 
proven design „MODUL“ or as a specific custom configuration.

Through long-term customer relationships with serial manufacturers whose success 
largely depends on a reliable “just-in-time” delivery, short and punctual delivery times 
are standard at LDR. Guaranteed.

Our manufacturing in Arnstorf: modern and ergonomic production from profile cutting to shipping.

We have a love for detail!
Product Quality: LDR has a high standard of flawless pre-products and perfect surfaces, 
achieved through optical sorting of the anodised surfaces and the use of protective 
films. From careful processing to solid packaging, nothing is left to chance at LDR.

Consulting Quality: Quick and competent advice from A to Z. For larger/complex pro-
jects LDR advises its customers at their location right from the design phase, supports 
with CAD design data and accompanies the production start-up in person.

Innovation: LDR puts interesting ideas and problems into practice in future products 
and is a forerunner in its field. In 2008, LDR brought a bar handle with integrated lock 
onto the market that is far superior to conventional solutions in terms of reliability and 
simplicity and has found numerous imitators. Older vehicles are therefore retrofitted 
with our system. And: no direct competitor offers a comparably powerful LED lighting 
package from their own production like LDR does - no other company has such an 
extensive range of accessories.

Flexibility: LDR does offer standard solutions, but adapts these according to custo-
mer-specific and installation requirements. Often, minor alterations to the plate-
side parts of the LDR MODUL solution or the lateral guide rails are sufficient. If not, 
project-specific solutions are developed specifically for the customer.

System concept: The LDR range is a specifically coordinated, well-conceived and 
assembly-friendly complete system consisting of shutters + mounting set + magnetic 
switch + integrated LED lighting package + pull-down strap. Shutters up - lights on!
In addition to closing off areas, the LDR systems also have many other useful functions.
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